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Rexnord® FlatTop® conveyor chains, belts and components are leading

edge conveying solutions designed to continuously improve productivity

for customers in every application.  Throughout the years, Rexnord’s

dedication to new product development has produced technological

advances in product design of conveyor chains and components.

Comprised of three strong brands – Rexnord®, MCC® and Marbett® -

Rexnord conveying chains and components are manufactured to perform

better and last longer. Every chain, belt and component stamped with a

Rexnord brand has undergone extensive research and quality testing,

ensuring our customer’s conveying needs will be met with the most

economical, efficient and reliable means possible. With over 120 years of

experience, Rexnord is the industry’s source for the most knowledgeable

team of conveying experts, offering the broadest selection of high quality

chains, belts, sprockets and accessories available in the world.

Productivity that Matters

Since plant efficiency and cost performance

matter to you, we work to continuously improve

our customers’ productivity through superior

material handling solutions

Global Leader, Global Partner

With more than 120 years of industry leadership

and over 35 production plants and 5,000 people

around the world, we serve you locally with

quality Rexnord products and services to meet

your business needs – and schedule

Always leading in technology and design

Continuously dedicated to new product

innovation, we have led the industry with

advances in the design and performance of

conveying solutions – based on your application

needs. The result is a product portfolio

unmatched in scope and breadth.

World class customer experience

Expert application engineers who help you

solve issues, dedicated customer service

people that help your business run smoothly,

tools to make your daily work easier and

unwavering customer focus – some of the ways

we commit to providing you a world class

customer experience.

Rexnord® FlatTop® Chains

and Components Deliver

Productivity Solutions
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Industries Served
Automotive
Beverage
Car Care
Container
Food
Warehouse-Distribution

Rexnord® TableTop
®

Chains

Rexnord® TableTop® chains are

engineered to satisfy a wide range

of conveyor applications. A large

selection of straight running and

side-flexing chains are designed to

convey flawlessly in even the most

demanding environments. Chains

formed from metal or molded from

thermoplastic are perfect for high

strength and high speed

applications. Narrow widths are

ideal for multiple strand and

variable speed conveyors. Chains

with low backline pressure rollers

minimize product damage. Several

chain series couple traditional top

plates with roller base chain for

increased strength and precision.

Rexnord® MatTop
®

Chains

Rexnord® MatTop® Chains provide a

continuous conveying surface for

applications demanding greater

width requirements (available in

both assembled-to-width and

molded-to-width configurations).

Pins extend the full width of the

chain ensuring maximum strength

and providing smoother conveying

surfaces. Smaller pitch chains

minimize the size of dead plates

when transferring products over

head or tail shafts reducing chordal

action which helps eliminate

container tipping and jam-ups at

transfer points. Rexnord MatTop

chains are engineered to satisfy a

wide range of conveyor applications

for virtually any product size.

Rexnord® Marbett
Components

Marbett® conveying components

offer complete solution sets for

chain guide components, product

handling components, frame

support components, supporting

and leveling elements, self-aligning

bearings and specialty components

such as nose-over bars and rollers.

Engineered to perform in high-

speed and high-sanitation

applications, Marbett® components

help extend chain life and provide

smooth running conveying

conditions. The combination of

Marbett® conveyor components with

Rexnord® and MCC® chains and

belts provides a comprehensive

range of conveying solutions that

improve productivity in every

application.   




